The first video I watched in my group was "Before I Die" by local dance group. In this piece, mosaic was seen in that many times the dancers were not moving the same or in unison. At one part, they all had their own reach. For me, their reach, which represented all different, represented their personality, background and emotion at that moment. This dance showed community when they danced in unison. Another way they showed community was the occasion time they did partnering.

The second dance we watched was "Collisions" by Kiki Lucas and MOSAIC Dance Project. This dance used mosaic in that there was more than one style of dance in the piece. Two of the styles were jazz and lyrical. This was mosaic as it combined two styles. Another way it showed mosaic is the various times the dancers are moving differently. Sometimes they were in two different styles. This dance expressed their idea of community when they danced in unison. Another way is when they repeated movements. They would repeat certain movement phrases. They would also do lifts and partnering that showed how communities work together.